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Analytic tori and theta functions over a non-archimedean valued field have 
been studied by Gerritzen in [l]. The results are taken as a starting point for this 
paper in which analytic versions of constructions and propositions, such as de- 
scribed by Mumford in [3], are given. 
Section 1 is a summary of some results of [l]. 
Analytic versions of some classical results about isogenies, the dual of an 
abelian variety and polarizations on an abelian variety are proved in the Sections 
2, 3 and 4. 
In the last section we study the behaviour of theta functions under isogenies. 
As an application we give a formula which corresponds to the classical addition 
formula. 
Notations. k is an algebraically closed field, complete with respect to a non- 
archimedean absolute value. 
If A is a group then A,, is the subgroup of elements of order n. 
If X is a finite affine algebraic group then 2 is the Cartier dual of X, i.e. if X is 
the maximal spectrum of the finite dimensional k-bialgebra A then 2 is the 
maximal spectrum of the bialgebra Hom(A, k). 
If char(k) = p > 0 then pPn is the affine algebraic group Max(k[X]/(Xpn- 1)). 
For the dual group we have fiPLp” E Z/pnZ. 
1. ANALYTIC TORI AN ABELIAN VARIETIES 
An analytic torus is an analytic group, defined over k, which can be realized as 
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a quotient T = Gr/Ar with Gr = (k*)g and with AT c Gr a lattice, i.e. a free 
discrete subgroup of Gr of rank g. 
Objects of this kind have been studied in [l]. We recall some fundamental 
results. 
The character group HT of Gr is a free abelian group of rank g generated by 
the projections zi of Gr onto k*. The group AT of nowhere vanishing holo- 
morphic functions on GT is then equal to k” . HT. 
The lattice AT acts on AT in a canonical way: 
(au)‘(~) = CXU(YZ); (a E k*, u E HT, 7 E AT, x E GT). 
Let L be a line bundle on T, determined by a divisor D. One can prove the ex- 
istence of a meromorphic function h on GT such that div(h) = n*(D) where 
r : Gr --+ T is the quotient map. This function satisfies a functional equation: 
h(z) = &y(z) .h('Yz) with t,(Z) E AT, (Y E AT). 
A meromorphic function on GT which satisfies such an equation is called a 
theta function of type <. 
It is easy to verify that the map E : _4T + ArwhichmapsyE ATonto& EAT 
is a 1-cocycle in 2(/iT, AT). 
The correspondence between the group of classes of isomorphic line bundles 
and H’(AT,Ar), which maps the class of L onto the class of <, is an injective 
homomorphism. 
Let q : AT x HT + k’ be the bihomomorphism defined by q(y,u) = u(y). If 
< E 2(Ar, AT) is a 1-cocycle then there exist homomorphisms 0 E Hom(Ar, HT) 
and c E Hom(Ar, k*) and there exists a bihomomorphismp : AT x o(A,) + k* 
such thatp*(y, o(S)) = q(y, o(S)) and such that<&) = C(Y) P(Y, o(r)) . dr)(z) 
for all y E AT. 
Furthermore g(r)(S) = (~(6)(y) for all y, S E AT. 
The cocycle < is said to be positive if /~(r)(r)1 < 1 whenever a(r) # 1 and ~7 is 
non-degenerate if Ker(a) = 1. 
The following theorem is fundamental. (See Gerritzen [l].) 
Theorem. The analytic torus T is analytically isomorphic with an abelian variety 
over k tfand only tf there exists a positive non-degenerate cocycle in ~(AT, AT). In 
this case the correspondence between classes of isomorphic line bundles and 
H’(Ar, AT) is an isomorphism. 
If < is a cocycle in Z(/ir, AT) with canonical decomposition 
Mz) = 4-Y) .P(Y, o(r)) d-r)(z) 
then we may assume thatp(y, a(S)) = p(S, a(r)) for all y, 6 E AT. 
Let ,C(c) be the set of holomorphic theta functions of type [. It is clear that 
,C([) is a k-vectorspace. One can prove that for a positive non-degenerate cocycle 
[the dimension dim(L([)) = [Hy : I], cf. [l]. 
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2. ISOGENIES AND ANALYTIC TORI 
Let T = GT/AT and S = Gs/A,s be analytic tori and let 4 : T + S be an 
analytic map such that c$( T) = S. Since Gr and Gs are the universal coverings 
of T and S, 4 has a unique lift 1c, : Gr + Gs such that +( 1) = 1. It is easy to see 
that 11, and hence C$ to, is a homomorphism of analytic groups. 
Definition. An analytic map 4 : T + S is an isogeny if there exists an analy- 
tic map 4’ : S -+ T and a positive integer n such that 4 o 4’(v) = J” and 
4’ o 4(X) = X” for all X E T and7 E S. 
This is equivalent to any two of the following conditions: 
1. C$ is surjective; 
2. Ker(4) is a finite (affine) subgroup of T; 
3. dim( T ) = dim(S). 
If char(k) = p > 0 and if K is a finite affine subgroup of T then K is a direct 
sum of subgroups K = K,, @ K,.t @ Kir CB K/I such that 
K,, is reduced and &, is reduced; 
K,I is reduced and &-,I is local, i.e. as a set &, has only one point; 
Krr is local and & is reduced; ^ 
K/I and KN are both local, cf. [3]. 
If L c T is a finite local affine subgroup then the connected component L’ of e 
in the product L~GT c Gr is a lift of L to Gr. Since the only local subgroups of 
Gr are of type l-If= 1 pprt (with ri E N), we find that f, = nf=, fipr, = nf=, Z/p”Z. 
Hence e is reduced. We find that K has no local-local component, i.e. KII = 1. 
Proposition 2.1. Let K be an finite afine subgroup of the analytic torus 7: Then 
there exists an analytic torus S and an isogeny 4 : T + S such that Ker(4) = K. 
Proof. If char(k) = 0 then K is reduced. 
If char(k) = p > 0 then K has a decomposition K = K,, @ Krl $ KI,. 
Assume that there exist isogenies $1 : T + TI and C#Q : Tl --f S such that 
Ker(&) = Klr and Ker(&) = &(K,, @K,,) then 42 o ~$1 : T + S is an isogeny 
and Ker(& o ~$1) = K. Hence it suffices to prove the proposition in the case that 
K is local and in the case that K is reduced. 
(a) char(k) = p > 0 and K is local. 
Let K * = nf= 1 ppr, be a lift of K to Gr. 
Define $ : Gr + GT by $(x1,. . . , xg) = (xf”, . . , x,““). Then + is a morphism 
of analytic groups and Ker($) = K *. 
Let As = +(Ar). Then As is a lattice in Gr and $J induces an isogeny 
4 : T + S = Gs/As such that Ker(4) = K. 
(b) K is reduced. 
Let Ko = {X E Gr 1 X E K} and K1 = {x E KO 1 x has finite order}. 
Let Hs = {u E HT 1 Vx E Kl: u(x) = 1). This group has finite index in HT and 
hence is a free abelian group of rank g. 
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The group Gs = Hom(Hs,k*) is then isomorphic with (k*)g and hence has 
an analytic structure. Define $ : GT + Gs by $(x)(u) = U(X) and define 4s = 
?Wo). 
An easy verification shows that $ induces an isogeny 4 : T -+ S = Gs/As 
such that Ker(4) = K. 0 
Remark. If 4 : T ---f S is an isogeny of analytic tori then T is an abelian variety if 
and only if S is an abelian variety. 
3. THE DUAL VARIETY - THETA FUNCTIONS 
From now on we will only consider analytic tori which are abelian varieties. 
Let T = G~/AT be an analytic torus. The group Gr = Hom(Ar, k*) is iso- 
morphic with (k*)g and hence has an analytic structure. Furthermore the sub- 
group /ir = {q(*, u) 1 u E HT} is a lattice in Gr. 
Definition. The dual of T is the analytic torus ?’ = GT/ir. 
The canonical map G;T --+ #??(nr,Ar) induces a monomorphism f + 
H ’ (AT, AT). This morphism induces an isomorphism between f and the alge- 
braic dual of T, see [l]. 
Each y E A, defines a character of Gr which maps u E Gr onto u(y). This 
correspondence makes it possible to identify AT and the character group of 6,. 
Furthermore each character u E HT defines a unique element q(*, u) in Ar. So 
we can identify AT with HT. 
It is easy to verify that the map v : Gr + Gr&= Hom(Hr, k*) defined by 
V(X)(U) = U(X) is an isomorphism and v(AT) = AT. Hence v induces an iso- 
morphism between T an ?. 
Let S = Gs/As be another analytic torus and let 4 : T + S be an isogeny 
which has a lift I,!J : GT + Gs. So +(AT) is a subgroup of As and $ induces a 
morphism $* : Hs -+ HT defined by $*(v) = v o $. 
Define 4 : 6~ + if& by G(c) = c 0 $. It is clear that $(iis) c _iT. Conse- 
quently 4 induces a map 4 : L? + ?. 
Proposition 3k If 4 : T + S is an isogeny, then 4 : $ + f is an isogeny and 
Ker($) N Ker(4). 
Proof. (a) Since k* is an injective group the map 4, and hence 4 to, is surjec- 
tive. Furthermore dim(S) = dim(S) = dim( T ) = dim( f ). It follows that 4 is 
an isogeny. 
(b)Assumethatchar(k)=p>O.Letu,,...,u,EH~andvl,...,v,EHsbe 
generators such that $*(vi) = u;’ and such that mi 1 mi+ 1. 
Let yi, . . , ^ ig E AT and Si, . , 6, E As be generators such that $(ri) = Syi 
and such that ni 1 ni + 1. 
Let mi = ml .p*’ and ni = n,!p”’ with ri 5 ri+ 1 and si 5 Si+ 1 and such that 
p)/m!,nl. 
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If x E Gr then $(x) is the pointy E Gs such that vi(y) = Ups’, i = 1,. . . ,g. 
It follows that Ker($) z n$= 1 Z/rnlZ x nf=, pp. 
Let ti E T+!-‘(Si), Since $(ti”‘) = St% = $(ri) there exists an Ei E Ker($) such 
that ~-‘t~? = ei. The order oi of Ei (as a point in Gr) is not divisible by p and 
hence there exist,ai, bi E Z such that aiOi + hip = 1. 
If T. = E.-bitL!s , then Ti *“’ = “li and the subgroup of Ker(q3) generated by 
Ti,..., * rg i$ isomorphic with flf= 1 Z/p&Z. 
We may conclude that 
Ker(4) = (Ker(4)),,, @ (Ker(4& @ (Ker(4))[,, 
with (Ker(4)),/ E nf= 1 Z/p’;Z and (Ker(d))[,, % nf= 1 ,+. 
In order to calculate Ker(q5) the roles of (n, Si) g (Ui, Vi) have to be inter- 
changed. Hencz(Ker(q?)),,l E nf=, Z/przZ E (Ker($))/,, and (Ker($))l,, 2 
nl= 1 w ” WrML,k 
If c E Ker(J) with c E Gs, then there exists a U, E HT such that c 0 $(y) = 
~~(7) for all y E AT. 
Define Q, E Hom((Ker(+)),,,k*) by (r?(X) = (c 0 +(x))/(&(x)). It is easy 
to verify that or is well defined and that the map a : (Ker(d)),,r + 
Hom((Ker(4)),,:,k*) h’ h w ic ups c onto Q? is an isomorphism. 
Hence (Ker(4)),,r and (KerM),,, are both isomorphic (as abstract groups) 
with the group Hom((Ker($)),,,,k*). S’ mce both groups are reduced they are 
isomorphic as affine groups. 
&combination with the previous result we may conclude that Ker($) E 
Ker(4). 
If char(k) = 0 then both Ker(+) and Ker($) are reduced and we may proceed 
as for the (Ker(q+)),,, component in the previous case. 0 
Let < E 2(Ar, AT) be a 1-cocycle with canonical decomposition 
&Y(x) = C(Y)P(Y> fl(r)Mr)(x). 
Define a map Xc : Gr + G;r by A&)(Y) = a(r)(x), (Y E A,). Since A,(&) c 
jr, Xc induces a morphism from T into p. This morphism depends only on g and 
hence only on the class of [ in H’(A,, AT). We denote it as Xc. 
Proposition 3.2. Xc is an isogeny ifand only if < is non-degenerate. 
Proof. If E is non-degenerate then cr(Ar) has finite index in HT. It follows that 
Ker(Xc) is a finite subgroup of Gr. 
If x E Ker(Xt) then xLHr’ O(nr)l E AT . Ker(Xc). Hence Ker(+) is finite. Since 
dim(T) = dim( ?‘) we can conclude that A< is an isogeny. 
Conversely, assume that At is an isogeny. If y E Ker(a) and y # 1 then there 
exists a basis 71, . . , -yg for A, and an n E N such that 7; = y. It follows that 
Im(Xc) is isomorphic with a subgroup of k,* x (k*)g-’ and hence At is not sur- 
jective. 0 
Proposition 3.3. If one identifies Tand ? then Xc = ic, 
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Proof. Easy verification. 
If [r is a positive, non-degenerate 1-cocycle, then the isogeny Xcr has degree 
equal to [HT: u(-~T)]‘, see [l] Theorem 9. 
If ai,. . . ) a, E Gr are points such that ai, . . . , iin are a complete set of re- 
presentatives for the subgroup Ker(Xc,) of Ker(Xt,) then there exist elements 
Ul,..., U, E HT such that X<,(Q) = q(*, ui). 
Define the pOWeNXif3 @[ai](z, CT) by Q[Q](z, ET) = Q(Z) . xTEAT cT,y(aiz). 
This series converges uniformly on Gr and the system {Q[ai](z, &) ) i = 
1 >“‘, ?z} is a basis for L([T), see [l]. 
4. THE GROUP Ker Xcr 
Let T = GT/AT be an analytic torus and let Jr E 2 ’ (AT, AT) be a positive 
non-degenerate cocycle with canonical decomposition 
<T,y(x) =cT(?) 'p(?,aT(Y)) 'CT(Y)(x). 
In this section we will assume that [r is of separable type, i.e. if char(k) = p > 0 
thenp ,/’ [H: CT(AT)]. 
The pairing e is defined by the following diagram: 
Ker(+,) x Ker(+,) 2 Ker(Xt,) x Ker(&r) g Ker(XF) x Ke$,tT) 
where (Y : Ker(+,) ---f Ker(&r) is the canonical isomorphism, (cf. Proposition 
3.3), and P is the universal pairing. 
If x E Gr is a point such that X E Ker(Xc,) then there exists a character 
u, E HT such that CT(~)(X) = ~~(7) for all y E Ar. 
It is easy to verify that uXXt = U, uxf for all X,X’ E Ker(XF) and uy = UT(y) 
for all 7 E AT. 
If we follow J E Ker(+) through the isomorphisms 
Ker(XF,) ” Ker(&r) cz KeslT) % Hom(Ker(Xc,), k’) 
we find the following expression for the pairing e. 
Proposition 4.1. For all X,J E Ker(X<r) : e(Z, j) = u,( y)/z+(x). 
Corollary 4.2. The pairing e is antisymmetric and depends only on the class of <T 
in H’(AT, HT). 
Let S = Gs/As be another analytic torus and let 4 :’ T + S be an isogeny with 
a lift $ : Gr + Gs. 
In general there exists no cocycle 5s E 2(&,&) such that $*(&) = [r, i.e. 
&-,‘I(~) = &$(r,(ti(x)). w e h ave the following proposition. 
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Proposition 4.3. There exists a positive non-degenerate cocycle 5s E 2(As, As) 
such that ET = $J*(&) if and only ifKer(4) zs a subgroup of Ker(X<,) and Ker($) 
is isotropic with respect to the pairing e, i.e. e(%,J) = 1 for all X, J E Ker(4). 
Proof. (a) Suppose that Jr = G*(Q) If ns E Hom(Xs, Hs) occurs in the cano- 
nical decomposition of Q then a=(y)(x) = as(4(r))($(x)), (y E Ar, x E GT). 
If x E Ker(4) then G(x) = S E As and hence X,,(x) = q(*, gs(S) 0 $I). It fol- 
lows that x E Ker(+). Moreover u, = as(S) and if jj E Ker(4) and $(y) = 
p E A, then uY = as(S) o 1c, and e(%,J) = as(S)(p)/os(p)(S) = 1. 
(b) Assume that Ker(4) is an isotropic subgroup of Ker(Xc,). For each x in the 
set K = {x E GT 1 X E Ker($)} the homomorphism U, E HT depends only on the 
period G(x) E As. Namely if x E Ker($) then x and U, have finite order. Since 
HT is torsionfree we find that U, = 1. 
If y E Ker($) then uY = 1 and since Ker(4) is isotropic we find that uX( y) = 
e(x, y) = 1. Hence there exists an element v E Hs such that U, = v o $. 
This enables us to define a homomorphism ~7s : As + Hs by as(S) = v if 
6 = G(x) and U, = v o $. 
Since the restriction $J : AT + As is injective and since k* is a divisible group 
there exists a homomorphism d : As -+ k* such that cr = do y3. 
Define the cocycle Es in 2(As, Hs) by Es,~Y) = d(Q(4 ~(Q)Q(~)(Y). 
This cocycle satisfies the conditions of the proposition. q 
Remark. If e : A x A + k’ is an antisymmetric pairing on a finite abelian group 
then the following are equivalent: 
(a) e is non-degenerate, 
(b) there exist (maximal) isotropic subgroups AI and A2 of A such that 
A = Ai @ A2 and the map v : Al --+ Hom(A2, k*) with v(a) = e(a, *) is an iso- 
morphism. 
This is standard algebra. 
Proposition 4.4. The pairing e : Ker(X<,) x Ker(XcT) ---f k* satisfies the condi- 
tions of the previous remark. 
Proof. Let H be the group H = {X E Ker(+,) ) V’y E Ker(XF,) : e(Z,J) = 1) 
It is clear that e induces a non-degenerate pairing 
2 : Ker(Xt,)/H x Ker(Xc,)/H --+ k*. 
There exist Z-isotropic subgroups Li and L2 such that Ker(Xc7)/H = Lr CB L2 
and 2 induces an isomorphism between L1 and Hom( L2, k *). 
Let Kl be the group K1 = {X E Ker(XcT) 1 x mod (H ) E L1 }. This is a maximal 
isotropic subgroup of Ker(XcT) and there exists an analytic torus S = Gs/Xs and 
an isogeny 4 : T --f S such that Ker(4) = K,. 
If $J : Gr + Gs is a lift of 4 then there exists a positive non-degenerate cocycle 
& E Z * (As, Hs) such that +*(&) = [T. 
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Let e’ : Ker(Xfs) x Ker(Xts) + k* be the corresponding pairing. If K is an 
isotropic subgroup of Ker(XF) then $-l(K) is an isotropic subgroup of 
Ker(Xt,) such that Ki c 4-‘(K). Since Ki is maximal we can conclude that 
K = 1. This implies two things: 
1. e’ is non-degenerate and hence Ker(Xc,) has a decomposition such as in the 
remark. 
2. This decomposition is trivial. 
It follows that Ker(Xts) = 1. 
It is now easy to verify that the following diagram is commutative. 
Since q5 is separable we have 
#Ker($)* = #Ker(q5) . #Ker($) = #Ker(+r) = [Hr : ar(Ar)]*. 
On the other hand we have #Ker(q5) = #Li . #H and #Ker(&) = 
#H . (#ICI)*. We can conclude that #H = 1. 0 
5. THETA FUNCTIONS AND ISOGENIES 
We take the situation of the previous section. We have a fixed separable iso- 
geny4:T-+Sinducedbyalift$:Gr-+Gs. 
The cocycles Es E Z(As, Hs) and Jr = $*(&s) are positive and non-degen- 
erate. 
If h is a theta function in C(&) then h o + is a theta function in ,!Z(Jr). So we 
have a linear map $* : L:(e) + L(&). 
We will calculate the matrix of this map with respect to the bases such as de- 
scribed in Section 1. First we prove some lemmas. 
Lemma 5.1. Ker(q5) n Ker(XG) = Ker($). 
Proof. If x E Ker(&) is a point such that x E Ker(q5) then or(y)(x) = 1 for all 
y E Ar and g,(x) = 6 E As. We find that crs(s)($(r)) = ~(y)(x) = 1 for all 
y E Ar and hence as(S) o $J = 1. Since ql~ is surjective and since gs is injective we 
find that 6 = 1 and hence x E Ker($). 
Conversely, if x E Ker($) then x E Ker(q5) and 
&(X)(Y) = or(Y)(X) = Rs(VXr))(lL(x)) = 1. 
So x E Ker(Xc,). 0 
Lemma 5.2. $-‘(Ker(Xc,)) n Ker(&) = 4-‘(Ker(&)). 
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Proof. Similar calculation as in 5.1. 0 
Let al,. , a,, be points in Gr such that SE], . . , ii, form a complete set of re- 
presentatives for Ker(4)/Ker($) an d such that al = 1. Let bt , . , h, be similar 
points in Gs with respect to [s. 
There exist characters ui E Hr such that &(ai) = q(*, Ui). It is easy to see that 
if $(ai) = 6i E As then Ui = as(6i) o $. Furthermore 61, . . , 6, form a complete 
set of representatives for As/+(Ar). There also exist characters vi, . . . , v, E HS 
such that Xc,(&) = q(*, vi). The system O[bj](Z,<s), (j = 1,. . . ,m) is a basis for 
C(&), cf. Section 3. 
Let di,. . . , & E Gr be points such that $(c$) = bj. It is clear that di, . . . ,d, 
are elements of Ker(X<,) and X,~,(dj) = q( *, Vj o $I). It follows from 5.1 and 5.2 
that the points ai . dj represent different cosets in Ker(+)/Ker(X,,). However 
they do not form a complete set of representatives unless Xcr is an isomorphism. 
But they are sufficient to calculate $* . 
Proposition 5.3. The theta functions on Gs and GT satisfy the following relation: 
@[bj](lcl(x), I‘s) = i$l cs(fii) .P(b, gs(Si)) ui(dj) . @[aidil(x,JT). 
Proof. 
@[bjl(llt(x), CS) 
= Vj(+Cx)J6gA cS(s) ‘PCs, aS(S)) . oS(G)(bjNx)) 
s 
~s(bti(r))(bjti(x)) . 
=e CS(Si) 'P(&, oS(Si)) . Ui(+i) 
i=l 
[(ui.yi”+)(x). c CT(Y).P(Y,aT(Y))‘~T(Y)(aidix) 0 YEAT 1 
We can apply this result in some specific situations. First, consider the isogeny 
p,, : T + T induced by the lift n,, : Gr + Gr which maps x to x”. 
Assume that the homomorphism CT in the canonical decomposition of [r sa- 
tisfies the relation c;! = w E HT. In that case x*([T) is equivalent with <F’. 
Letyi,... , yg be a set of free generators for AT and let cl, . . . , cg be points such 
that am = “li. 
If v = (vi,. . . , vg) E (Z/nZ)g then denote cV = c”‘. .. . .cg” and y” = 
yl”‘.... .$‘. So we have Ker(p,)/Ker(7rn) = {C” 1 v E (Z/nZ)g}. 
Letxt,... , X, be a complete set of representatives for Ker(X<,/Ker(Xt,)) and 
let yi , . . . ,y, E Gr be points such that n,,( yi) = xi. 
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Proposition 5.4. 
Q[Xi] (Xn7 I‘T) 
= C cT(Yy) ‘P(Y”, aT(T”)) .aT(Yv)(Xi) . @[C”Yil(X,t~). 
v E (z/Nqg 
Proof. Apply 5.3. q 
For a second application we take the same data with n = 2 and we consider the 
isogeny c,+ : T x T -+ T x T induced by the lift $ : GT x GT -+ Gr x GT which 
maps (x, y) onto (xv, xv-‘). 
If AT and AGT are the diagonals in T x T and GT x GT then Ker(4) = AT2 
and Ker($) = AGT,~. 
The set {(C”, C”) 1 v E (Z/2Z)g} is then a complete set of representatives for 
Ker(4)/Ker($). 
Let p be the cocycle in 2(nT x AT,AT~T) defined by ~(~,a~(x,y) = 
<T,,(X) ‘tT,dy). Th is cocycle is positive non-degenerate and 11, * (p) is equivalent 
with p2. 
Furthermore Ker(X,)/Ker(X,) = {(Xi, Xi) 1 i, j = 1, . , n} and 
@[(xi,xj)]((x,Y),pL) =o[xil(x,ET).O[xjl(Y,~T). 
Proposition 5.5. (Additional formula). 
@[xi] (xyl ET) . @[xj] (xv-’ > IT) 
Proof. Apply 5.3. q 
Corollary 5.6. As a special case we have: 
@[&1(x2, ET) @[xi](l, IT) 
= c CT(yy) .P(Y”, aT(r”)) gT(YV)(Xi) ’ @[C’I(X, C+) 
u E (Z/ZZ)~ 
Wl(~&. 
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